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News Flash: 
Numerex Needs Help 
& Giant Acquisitions 
Happening in IoT

Numerex Needs Help
Numerex recently annoucned its launch of its IoT Plaform for Rapid Deployment of Enterprise-class 
Industrial Internet of Things Solutions, nxFAST. The nxFAST is touted to enable developers/enterprises 
to  rapidly deploy simple end-to-end solutions, primarily for industrial and commercial businesses. But, 
hasn’t the IoT been in Numerex’s DNA all along? How is this new platform any different from what they 
have been doing? While this validates the readiness of the industrial market to receive new business 
solutions that allow companies to connect their products and services with business logic powered by 
the IoT. Yet, with recent record low Wall Street projections, there seems to be a lack of optimism on 
Numerex’s part as this year rapidly closes. Read our blog here. 

Giant Acquisitions Happening in IoT
Much like David’s clobbering of Goliath, Avago’s legendary acquisition of its competitor, Broadcomis 
making history—for a staggering $37 billion—and is representative of the avalanche of large deals as 
the IOT goes through another round of roll ups. (For more information about the Avago and Broadcom 
deal, read our blog here.) But, this is just the beginning as others are dropping like stones, including 
Intel’s purchase of Altera for $16.7 billion in order to enable “new classes of products,” (Intel) as well as 
ARM’s steps towards acquiring the Isreal-based company, Sansa Security. The deal is currently slated to 
close for something between $75 million and $85 million, some saying the deal will go through as early 
as the end of June. (CNET). 

http://www.jbrehm.com/blog/2015/5/27/numerex-announces-it-is-in-the-iiot-gamewasnt-iot-in-numerexs-dna-already
http://james-brehm.squarespace.com/blog/2015/5/29/avagos-purchase-of-broadcom-creates-tsunami-in-semiconductor-market
http://www.netimperative.com/2015/06/intel-buys-internet-of-things-firm-altera-for-16-7bn/
http://www.cnet.com/news/arm-eyes-sansa-security-in-possible-internet-of-things-play-report/
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Making Better 
Decisions with
Smart Farming

Broadband connectivity, along with  
technology advancements are making 
it possible for farmers to leverage 
the  power of the Internet into the 
agriculture industry. 
By Martha Vazquez

With these advancements, farmers and producers within 
the Agriculture segment are taking traditional farming 
to a whole new level. The traditional way of farming or 
raising live stock has changed drastically due to the rise 
in demand for food production. 

By 2050 the demand for food is expected to double, but 
with land constraints, smart farming technologies will 
become a necessity on existing farms. By implementing 
these technologies, farmers can help meet the rapidly 
increasing demands on food and water: According to the 
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the UN, 
by 2050, the population is expected to exceed 9 billion 
and will put great strains on our limited resources. Both 
food and water demands are expected to increase 70 and 
90 percent respectively. Because of this, many farmers 
and growers are now planning their business around 
this dilemma. Additionally, farmers are looking at ways 
to become more competitive and make their farms more 
productive.

The traditional way of farming, growing and maintaining 
food measures has changed due to new technological 
advancements. In the past, farmers would manually 
write down data and use spreadsheets to track results. 
Now with the increasing growth of population, it has 
become imperative for producers in the Agriculture 
market to look at innovative equipment and technologies 
to help improve how farms are being managed today.

Smart Farming consists of a number of innovative 
technology solutions that can help make farms more 
connected and intelligent. By utilizing sensing and big 
data technology, smart farms are gathering data remotely 
to track and analyze things such as animal vital signs, 
climate situations, storage statuses, soil information, 
and so forth. The Internet of Things (IoT) enables these 
various processes to help increase production and 
optimize efficiencies. Basically, anything within the 
farming industry that needs to be monitored or analyzed 
is now easily done through smart farming technologies.  

Several different types of applications are used for smart 
farming solutions such as video surveillance, grain bin 
monitoring, livestock monitoring, fuel tank monitoring, 
and irrigation monitoring. Additionally, precision 
agriculture or smart farming also encompasses a variety 
of other applications which allows better management 
and tracking tools for fleets, storage and livestock 
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monitoring, and fish farming. Utilizing these different 
IoT techniques can help achieve maximum food 
production, collect real-time data on weather, soil and 
air quality, and crop maturity. 

Collecting real-time data is not only just helping 
companies make smarter decisions about today, but with 
predictive analytics, information is used to determine 
future behavior or events. As a result, weather conditions 
can be predicted to determine the optimal time for 
harvesting or plowing. Sensors used for farming can 
also determine when a problem may occur, assisting the 
farmer to take action immediately before the problem 
becomes more serious. For example, a tractor may be 
predicted to fail, therefore giving the farmer enough 
time to minimize machine downtime. Additionally 
sensors can be used to determine the right amount of 
fuel that is required, depending on the condition of the 
land and weather. Helping to predict the best driving 
route best with the most optimal coordinates of the land 
can help save on fuel costs.       

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations, there are over 2 million farms in 
the US, with over 570 million worldwide. At this point 
many farms are becoming connected where farms 
today are utilizing some type of broadband or cellular 

connection to analyze their data. The IoT opportunity 
is huge for service providers and IoT companies within 
the smart farming industry. 

Several factors are steering this market for solid growth. 
Obviously, the demand for food has changed so farmers 
are driven to find ways to effectively grow and harvest 
faster and more intelligently. By utilizing smart farm 
technologies, farmers are able to improve the efficiencies 
and productivity with crops, equipment, and animals. 

Climate variations are also leading to changes in the life 
cycle of plants and animals. According to IBM, much 
of the growth in population is happening in developing 
countries like Brazil, which has the largest area in the 
world of arable land for agriculture. Climate fluctuations 
are also driving farmers to utilize IoT solutions. 
Weather conditions alone can determine when to plant 
seeds, assisting farmers to determine the ideal mix for 
rainfall and temperatures. With predictive analytic 
technologies, farmers can predict when the field will be 
soft enough to plant seeds or if the fields are workable 
for heavy equipment.

Farming has evolved and for that reason many are excited 
about the numerous opportunities that IoT is presenting 
to the industry, but at the same time, farming can still be 
a very complex and challenging endeavor. For example, 
the costs for sensors are expensive. Farmers may be 
reluctant to take advantage of the solutions available 
because of the cost of implementation. It is also difficult 
to show a return on investment on farming connected 
technology. 

Vital Herd, a company locally based in Austin, Texas 
is currently piloting a sensor called an electronic pill, a 
nutrient electronic supplement that is swallowed by cattle. 
This electronic pill, goes to the second stomach and stays 
there for the life of the animal which is typically 5 years. 
The sensor is positioned close to the heart and lungs and 
can now record vital signs such as the temperature, heart 
rate, respiration rate, and stomach contraction rate. In 
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the future, Vital Herd is also working on determining 
PH and fluid compensation within the cattle’s stomach. 
As compared to how animal management is being done 
today, which is by observation only, the electronic pill is 
a disruptive and proactive type of solution.  According 
to Brian Walsh at Vital Herd, 8% of all producing cattle 
in the US die unexpectedly, while almost 50% get some 
sort of expensive clinical illness each year so. Because 
of these challenges, farmers are able to mitigate health 
and illness-related costs by utilizing this type reactive 
technology, i.e. the electronic pill. Unfortunately, even 
with the obvious ROI factors presented, f a r m e r s 
are not jumping at the chance to adopt these solut ions 
until the cost of the solutions declines. Although there is 
a hardware piece to Vital Herd’s solution, it is a hybrid 
approach consisting of a Software as a Service (SaaS) 
subscription-based pricing model. 

Although there is the perception that technology is not 
something farmers are using, they really are adopting 
IoT applications in every aspect of their business as 
a means to be competitive in the market. Farmers 
are considered enterprise business owners that are 
looking for ways to optimize their business. Big data 
and analytics are playing a large part in how farmers 
are making smarter decisions in their business. But 
with all this data being collected and transmitted, it 
can be difficult for them to make the quick decisions 
about what is occurring with their crops or animals. 
Utilizing the data efficiently and easily will help farmers 
make better operational decisions. Companies such as 
OnFarm are trying to help companies take the data and 
help make recommendations as to when to water their 
crops and by how much and how do you do this in the 
most efficient way. If there is a water shortage, applying 
the right amount of water at the right time could help 
save a crop. The analytics portion of smart farming is 
not only about collecting the data but how farmers can 
utilize the information to make more efficient decisions. 

Limited data bandwidth or lack of connectivity coverage 

in rural areas is also a problem. Analyzing and providing 
the flow of data is important in smart farming, which 
has proven challenging for farmers and providers 
alike. Because of the impending sunset of 2G (and the 
eventual sunset of 3G) service providers are going to 
play an important role for these rural areas, developing 
and offering more coverage to remote farms as smart 
farming technologies continue to spread.

Companies such as Clear2there have partnered with 
a number of tier-2 and tier-3 service providers to help 
compete in these rural areas, by offering an integrated 
platform that combines smart security, smart farming, 
home automation, and a breadth of other services 
that can be accessed from one application remotely. 
Clear2there is enabling these local service providers to 
leverage additional smart farming services for farmers 
in these rural areas.

All in all, IoT in the agriculture industry is playing a 
crucial role in how farmers and growers are managing 
the operation of their business. From the IoT perspective, 
smart farming is just beginning to grow and is poised for 
an upsurge as remote connectivity for sensor technology 
and applications become more widely adopted. Not 
only will this solve overall food and environmental 
issues, but smart farming will also bring immense other 
opportunities for players in the market. In the next 2 
or 3 years, we can expect hardware, software, service 
providers, MVNOs and MNOs to present partnering 
benefits and increased in revenue stream among other 
investment opportunities.
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Disruption and All 
Things IoT at IoT-X Live 
in London

Last month, at the Stream Event in 
London, analyst and technology evan-
gelist James Brehm joined Machina 
Research’s co-founder and CEO Matt 
Hatton in An Analyst’s Perspective dis-
cussion and covered the latest in IoT. 
By Joyce Deuley

While the atmosphere was light and humerous, there were 
a lot of serious topics covered, including the potential end 
to capitalism as companies shift from CapEx to OpEx 
models, the need for more secure ruggedized hardware, 
and a more secure IoT.

Hatton lead the discussion with his claim, the “IoT 
will disrupt and possibly destroy the capitalist system 
as we know it!” Bold words right out of the gate—but 
the IoT’s potential for disruption across the entire stack 
is massive. More likely, however, companies that are 
going to deploy and manage IoT solutions may have to 
construct and implement new business models—i.e., 
BMW’s DriveNow and Air BnB’s Home as a Service 
services—in order to keep up. 

Brehm agreed. He mentioned “disruption of entire 
industries and disintermediation of capital intensive 
requirements is definitely in our future.” “Look at what 
Amazon did to the publishing and printing industry as a 
first step. The Kindle is absolutely an IoT device and the 
Kindle model completely transformed business for the 

entire publishing industry...”

For Brehm, it all boils down to three things: companies 
only implement IoT for 3 reasons “stay out of jail (or 
compliance), to save money (reduce costs and improve 
utilization) or to make money (through business 
transformation).” 

In his eyes, by embracing the IoT, companies that use 
two of the three reasons above (such as reduce costs and 
achieve compliance or reduce costs and business model 
transformation) will be companies who win because the 
“services are stickier” and “will allow them to command 
higher margin for their services.” 

Moderator Lawrence Latham from Stream asked about 
the scale of growth for connected devices, to which James 
replied, “How many devices have the ability to be smart 
but lack connection? They have an OS and a “brain” 
(microcontroller) but lack connectivity of any kind. They 
don’t have a gateway and are not being managed. It’s not 
just a cellular / satellite world. It’s cellular, satellite, low 
power, and mostly wired world. It’s also about the power 
of the ecosystem.”

Essentially, we are looking at a powerful ecosystem only 
made more powerful by its use of mesh technologies 
that will be able to harness and direct the IoT through 
devices anywhere in the world 
at any time. But what does 
that mean for big carriers who 
currently have a vice-grip on 
the industry’s connectivity? 

http://www.m2mnow.biz/2015/05/04/32694-these-analysts-may-be-iots-funniest-double-act-but-they-can-also-make-you-think/
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Brehm had some thoughts on that as well, “Cellular 
operators feel it slipping away…In Texas, where I live, 
two operators have sold spectrum to oil companies to 
run their own networks…Now the operators need the 
spectrum for LTE and they may have to buy the oil 
companies to get their spectrum back!” So, does this 
mean that carriers who were beginning to be more 
flexible with bandwidth are now pulling back as 2G and 
3G sunsets occur? Perhaps…but, only time will really 
tell as we continue to utilize mesh-enabled technologies 
within the IoT. 

Someone from the floor asked “What’s your advice to 
companies exploring a way into IoT?” Both Hatton 
and Brehm had responses at the ready: Hatton believes 
companies need to “Convince the CEO, it’s the only 
way. It has t o be driven from the top, unless it’s a small 
project,” while Brehm nodded during Hatton’s response, 
he stated that the key is that “People need to ask several 
questions, including “what is IoT? Where are the 
examples? When should I do it? Who should I talk to? 
How do I do it?” 

Hatton equated that logic to the “7 stages of alcoholism,” 
but Brehm wouldn’t budge—“Yeah, ‘My name is James 

and I’m addicted to IoT’. “

Brehm continued that in the way we saw the emergence 
and growth of power of the CIO; that a chief IoT officer 
may be needed to make this work. And a chief big-data 
officer…because data is what this is about.”

Brehm isn’t far off. In a previous portion of the discussion, 
someone asked about the changing business models 
and touched on a study he conducted years ago on 
Kindle users and how they thought it worked: “54% said 
magic…18% said ‘The books were already on there…
And 6% said WiFi.” It’s clear that while many people “in 
the know” are aware of these technologies and how they 
work, the reality is that many consumers do not.  

The way that companies and customers are going to dig 
further into the power of the IoT ecosystem is by talking 
about it—Rule one of Brehm’s IoT Club seems to be 
the reverse of rule number one in the Brad Pitt movie 
Fight Club: You must talk about it… to everyone…
constantly…repeat!

By engaging in these discussions companies and 
consumers can create meaningful dialogue about 
industry needs, consumer challenges in adopting and 
utilizing these new technologies, and make the process 
valuable across the entire value chain. 

But, in order to continue on this trajectory, both Brehm 
and Hatton agreed upon one thing. IoT is going to have 
to address security issues and the need for increased 
integration of systems. 

According to Brehm, “Security will happen with the 
consolidation of IoT, but it will never be completely 
secure when it’s on an open network,” and Hatton added 
that, “Sometimes there’s more value in a service than 
just the dollar value.”

Source: M2MNow
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Smart Farming 
Fun Facts 

Lambourghini Tractors and Yamaha Created the First AG Drone?
While the luxury atomobile maker Lambourghini began its legacy with farming equipment, it transi-
tioned to automobiles after Mr. Lambourghini became so disatisfied with his Ferari that he made a vow 
to create a better vehicle. Similarly, who would have expected Yamaha to get so invested with AG that it 
created the first crop dusting drone back in 1987? Sources: Jay Leno’s Car Garage; LamboCars.

Surprising Facts about US Agcriculture Industry
  —$88 billion valued in US beef industry and 8.93 million head of cattle, (USDA)

  —68,000 Hog Farms; 112 million hogs processed each year yielding 23 billion

   pounds of pork (USDA, D&B, and the National Pork Producers Council).

  —2.2 million farms, with 26,677 farms and ranches over 5000 acres (EPA)

  —While there are over 450, 000 irrigation units that need monitoring, just 15% of US   
  agricultural land is irrigated (EPA).

Source: EPA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wjL7lDtxW8
http://www.lambocars.com/tractors/
http://www.epa.gov/agriculture/images/usirrig97.gif
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The Future of Farm to 
Table is Fueled by the IoT

Smart agriculture, sometimes known as 
precision agriculture or smart farming, 
isn’t new—farmers and farm equipment 
manufacturers, like John Deere and CNH, 
have been producing smart equipment in 
order to yield better harvests, maximize 
the use of arable farm land, and to better 
manage the harvesting process. 

By Joyce Deuley

But, declining access to fresh water, in addition to the 
increasing cycles of drought and inclement weather 
conditions worldwide, pose near-insurmountable 
challenges that we need to overcome in order to prevent a 
global drought and famine.

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has 
estimated that the world’s population will reach over 
9 billion by 2050, adding another stressor to the mix—
if drought and lack of viable farmland are almost 
guaranteed moving forward, how are we supposed to 
feed the increasing population? In addition to spoilage, 
over and under-watering, and disease, we are faced with 
a variety of pervasive challenges such as differences in 
cultural farming practices; an over use of fertilizers that 
generates toxic runoff; the depletion of viable soil as well 
as its mineral content; and a lack of arable land from over 
clearing, over planting, and little to no crop rotation. 

Just thinking about what we’re up against is daunting. 

But, there is hope. A real, valuable way to measure and 
improve our farming practices in order to not only 
increase our profit margins as waste-related loss decreases, 
but also in securing a more stable, bountiful future—we 
need to embrace the full power of the IoT. From drone 
technologies to attaching sensors to livestock and the 
plants themselves, as well as to the crates and shelves, IoT 
sensor technologies have the capacity to provide us with 
deep, widespread amounts of information where we can 
measure the entire farming process from seed to table, 
from calf to burger—and do it better.

Connected Farms

While there are roadblocks, that doesn’t mean there isn’t 
progress. There are connected farms all over the world, 
even in developing nations. Currently within the US and 
Europe, there are more than 14 million connected farms, 
and the number is expected to increase by more than 50 
million within the next five years. The secret is out: the 
way to having sustainable, viable farms is through the IoT. 

For example, temperamental crops, such as wine grapes, 
require specific growing conditions: too much or too little 
sun, water, and humidity can lead to sour grapes, as well 
as spread rots and diseases. While some stress is actually 
good for the grapes, too much can wreak serious havoc, 
so grape monitoring is sort of like critical patient care—
constant. Placing sensor technologies in the soil and on 
the vines themselves to measure air and soil temperatures, 
the degree of wetness on the leaves, as well as humidity can 
help vintners better understand these growing conditions 
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and yield better harvests. By comparing the data from year 
to year, these grape growers can compare harvest times 
and determine when best to spray the crops to prevent 
diseases such as peronospora, a type of water mold that 
flourishes in moist weather. Companies like Cisco, Lord 
(a hardware company), and Libelium have placed sensors 
on many farms in Europe and in the US, actively working 
on improving yields and reducing loss-related costs. 

There have been massive breakthroughs in livestock 
monitoring: Precision Livestock Farming (PLF) is used 
to monitor and detect reproductive events, diseases, and 
other physical complications by tracking the animal’s 
body temperature, activity, tissue resistivity, pulse, and it’s 
physical location. For instance, South Korean fisheries are 
beginning to implement smart monitoring within their 
eel fisheries. SK Telecom has teamed up with Mobius’ 
smart AG platform to monitor eel tanks: measuring 
water temperature, quality, and oxygen levels. This type 
of technology could massively disrupt the aquaculture 
industry, particularly since China accounts for more than 
50% of the world’s fisheries. But more than that, the US 
loses out on nearly $20 billion due to illegal, unreported, 
and unregulated fishing costs; additionally, roughly 40% 
of the world’s fish that is caught is discarded or wasted 
according to the UN FAO. Billions of dollars could be 
saved, as well as dramatic increases in the sustainability of 
the fishing industry, if more fisheries were to implement 

smart fishing technologies. 

But these are just a few examples of what smart farming 
is capable of doing for us. As more farms and livestock 
become connected, our access to valuable, actionable 
information will help us discover more sustainable, 
impactful ways to feed the growing population—even 
with less space and fewer resources.

So, Why Hasn’t it Happened Yet?

With all that we are up against, many wonder why we 
haven’t just linked everything up—this is the Era of 
Connectivity after all. We’re connecting toasters and 
coffee pots, why haven’t we been able to connect farms 

more completely yet? There are many obstacles standing 
in our way, most importantly, a lack of coverage—though, 
that’s changing as more rugged, low-power wide area 
connectivities are being developed and distributed. Very 
soon remote and expansive swaths of farmland will 
be able to support the connectivity necessary for crop 
and soil sensors to continuously collect information, 
particularly since 67% of American farms are connected 
to the internet (USDA). Another big challenge is the cost 
of implementing connected equipment and sensors. Farm 
equipment is built to last, so the lifecycles of traditional 
non-connected equipment is still relatively long, this 
will change as new machines already have connected 
capabilities built in. But, then there’s the fact that while 
millions of dollars are lost each year due to enforced 
fallowing, drought, and waste, AG still has relatively 
low profit margins—it can seem like too large of an 
investment for small farms to make the switch to IoT 
technologies. Deep pockets of large AG companies in 
the US and Europe make it possible to implement these 
technologies on a large scale, though overtime the small 
farms will catch up.

But, ultimately, these problems are getting solved: the 
price of sensors is going down as the technologies become 
more widespread, which will allow smaller farms to 
implement IoT sensors. Additionally, as this technology 
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becomes more pervasive, much of the equipment and 
current farming practices will incorporate the growing 
connected mentality and have smart farming from the 
beginning. While machine-to-machine communications 
have been around in the industrial sector for decades, the 
IoT is still in its infancy. Connecting everything is just 
the beginning, then we need to figure out how to store 
and contextualize the information we are collecting, and 
then implement better practices in order to maximize 
our depleting resources and reducing costs overall. Like 
many of the IoT markets, widespread adoption and global 
transformation will occur, but not within the next ten 
years. 

What’s Next?

While sensors placed in every nook and cranny on farms 
will drastically reduce AG-related water consumption, 
improve crop yields, and increase profit margins, it isn’t 
enough. The Internet of Things is an internet where 
everything will be connected and communicating. 
Connecting farms is just the beginning—we need to also 
be connected to the produce and the animals once they 
leave the farm. We need sensors on the trucks that carry 
the food to be processed and then to the store. We need 
sensors on the crates to reduce spoilage and theft. What 
about sensors for the grocery store shelves, much like with 
connected vending technologies, helping grocers with 
their inventory and help keep farmers in the loop about 
what product needs to go where. 

For instance, Vivino is a social wine application that 
recently celebrated surpassing 9 million users. Its wine 
scanner capabilities can capture a wine list or bottle label 
and then provide the user with detailed information on 
the wines reviews from other users, as well as its awards, 
flavor profiles, pricing, and pairing options. Vivino has 
a wine database with more than 5 million wines that is 
growing larger every day—as soon as users capture the 
wine lists, that information is uploaded into the master 
database and is accessible by every Vivino user.  I spoke 

with Vivino’s Chief Marketing Officer, Stephen Favrot 
about the wide appeal of the application and he said 
that it came down to “edutainment,” a fun, social way to 
become more knowledgeable about wines—deflating the 
assumption that wine is only for the elite. 

However, there was something about our conversation 
that really caught my attention: When we spoke about 
the amount of data the company has collected and what 
it could do with it, Favrot said that Vivino can create 
country profiles of what types of wines are most desirable, 
even breaking it down to the region or city level. By doing 
this, customers who are traveling can see what the locals 
are drinking and then do the same, fully immersing 
themselves in the “experience”. But, when I asked if 
Vivino was using this data to help wineries better serve 
the market, he was stunned. It was very clear that Vivino 
had never thought about branching out beyond their 
current business model.

The potential for companies like Vivino that have large 
amounts of consumer data, stretching across multiple 
countries, to impact agricultural and other consumer 
markets is overwhelming. By sharing this type of 
information, wineries can reduce time to market, ensure 
that they are meeting consumer demands with the right 
types of varietals, and more. If companies like Vivino were 
to partner with wineries that are already implementing 
sensors on the vines, throughout the fermentation process, 
on their vehicles, as well as on their shipping crates, they 
could offer a more holistic picture of the industry at large.

This is just one, small example of what is waiting for us 
at the end of the Era of Connectivity—once all of the 
“things” have been connected, we will enter the Era of 
Conversation. The entire value chain can be connected 
and every part of the ecosystem will be able to combine 
overlapping data to better streamline the entire process. 
However it may come about, it is clear that the future of 
farm to table, and the world, is fueled by the IoT.
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IoT Evolution, Las Vegas: August 17-21

Don’t forget to register for the upcoming IoT Evolution Conference held in Las Vegas. 
Here we will have a compelling set of speakers and panel discussions that will help 
illuminate the murkey waters of the IOT and roadmap the landscape for the rest of the 
year. Register here.

If you are interested in SPEAKING or participating in any discussions, please contact 
IoT Evolution Chairman, James Brehm, at info@jbrehm.com in order to get on the 
schedule.

 Come See us At...

James Brehm & Associates (JBA) is a consulting and marketing intelligence firm that provides project-based and  
retained strategic advisory services to technology companies worldwide. With a firm focus on the Internet of Things (IoT), 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M), and Big Data Analytics, JBA provides actionable insight and direction to a wide range 
of organizations including Communication Service Providers, Hardware Manufacturers, Software Vendors, OEMs,  
Private Equity, and Venture Capital Firms. Through projects on market size and share, competitive intelligence, product 
development, go-to-market strategy, and client-specific consulting services, we help companies reach their maximum 
potential.
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If you’d like to continue to receive The Connected Conversation, you can email our Content Czar, 
Joyce Deuley, at joyce@jbrehm.com or call (210) 401-0051.
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